
The Hydrogen Economy

Green Hydrogen
Use PV, wind, hydro electricity to make H2 by hydrolysis
Direct oxidation/reduction reactions to make H2
Use Algae to produce H2

Blue Hydrogen
Use methane reforming to produce H2, sequester CO2

Brown/Grey Hydrogen (Most current H2 in the US)
Use methane reforming to produce H2



Electrolysis of Water (Hydrolysis)





Electrolysis of Brine

5% of H2 produced currently in US



Steam Reforming of Methane

Nickel on alumina catalyst



Steam Reforming of Methane

800-900 °C    20-30 bar excess steam S/C ratio of 2.7:1



Separation of Polar CO2 from H2



Biomass/Syngas
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More Polar Molecules will Adsorb
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Biomass/Syngas

More Polar Molecules will Adsorb
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Haber Reaction to Produce NH3 from H2



100 bar  400-500 °C Iron Catalyst



Fischer-Tropsch Reaction to Produce Hydrocarbons from H2



n = 10-20   330-250 °C   10-40 bar
Cobalt, Iron, Ruthenium Catalyst



Catalytic Cracking of NH3 to H2

10 MPa 425 °C Catalyst Fe, Ni, Pt, Ru, Ir, Pd, Rh etc.



Methane from Renewable Source



India Biogas Reactor (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kKRdlAFuZw)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kKRdlAFuZw


Biogas Reactor for the Developing World (h?ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwm5Rm8uIsk)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwm5Rm8uIsk


Biomass/Syngas

Single House Biogas (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3th2bcqHbsk)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3th2bcqHbsk


Biomass/Syngas

Biogas in Kenya (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qh3mmgiybTw)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qh3mmgiybTw


Hydrogen from Algae
(Can also produce biofuel and food)



Algae Tower

NASA FloaKng Algae Farm Project 
(h>p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7Goyg12Reg)

Algae Building in Germany
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https://www.google.com/search?q=algae+tower&client=safari&rls=en&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=oKCOAl1QVgUk9M:,8QzuAFRvG6xRzM,_&usg=AI4_-kTbSDKXnFOR5t9QtmnLtfC1QQp-aQ&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiXw6Lh_NbeAhUI74MKHVqNDSQQ9QEwAXoECAUQBg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7Goyg12Reg
https://newatlas.com/algae-powered-building/27118/


Algae Tower

CNET Algae Tower 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXLy6E9iEnI)

NASA Algae Project 
(h>p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7Goyg1
2Reg)

Hydrogen from Algae 
(h>p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Or_F6qC0sK4)  Comic look at H2 from 
Algae

Hydrogen from Algae Imperial College
(h?ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFByDMRbucs)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXLy6E9iEnI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7Goyg12Reg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Or_F6qC0sK4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Or_F6qC0sK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFByDMRbucs


Solar Redox Reactions for H2
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Photocatalysis
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Solar Thermolysis

Titania Catalyst (h>p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kJqsDh8cs0)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kJqsDh8cs0


Solar Thermolysis

Titania as a photocatalyst

hUp://www.mvt.ovgu.de/mvt_media/Vorlesungen/VO_ENAP/Folien_ENAP_10.pdf
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http://www.mvt.ovgu.de/mvt_media/Vorlesungen/VO_ENAP/Folien_ENAP_10.pdf


Solar Thermolysis

Titania as a photocatalyst hUps://cdn.intechopen.com/pdfs-wm/51861.pdf
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https://cdn.intechopen.com/pdfs-wm/51861.pdf


Titania as a photocatalyst

Solar Thermolysis
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Titania as a photocatalyst

Solar Thermolysis
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Titania as a photocatalyst

Solar Thermolysis
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Titania as a photocatalyst

Solar Thermolysis
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Titania as a photocatalyst

Solar Thermolysis
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Titania as a photocatalyst

Solar Thermolysis
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-FeO and Fe3O4 are solids
-The reactions proceed from the
surface

-This is optimum for
nanoparticle aerosols

-At high temperatures 
nanoparticles will coalesce into 
larger particles so the iron oxide 
is eventually consumed in the 
reaction

-How to make an aerosol of the 
particles in low enough 
concentration that they don’t 
coalesce and high enough to get 
a reasonable yield

-How to make a continuous 
aerosol process of this type
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-Low temperatures and nontoxic
-Involves solid/liquid transitions
-Requires electrolysis
-Requires pressure and vacuum
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NiFe2O4
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-Aerosol process



Semi-continuous production of H2 with dual reactors.58
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Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions

Paper on ETHZ’s program in solar redox
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-Ceria Oxide system
-Use a nano/micro felt 
rather than an aerosol
-Use a batch operation
-Couple reduction of water
and reduction of CO2

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2012/ee/c1ee02620h


Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions

64

2000K

1000K



Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions
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Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions
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~2,000K and 1,000 K 
for the two 
reactions



Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions
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Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions
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Lower Temperatures 
works for H2 but not 
for CO



Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions
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Solar Reduction/Oxidation Reactions

Calculation of Efficiency

One and Ten Cycles
naverage npeak

One Cycle 15% 31%

Ten Cycles 9% 16%

20% is the target for commercial use 
(PV panel 15-20%)
But there are some advantages to H270



Zn => ZnO Cycle (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle)

UNLV (hUp://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/review06/pd_10_weimer.pdf)

PSI/ETHZ (https://www.psi.ch/media/producing-pure-recycling-zinc-with-concentrated-solar-energy)

France Solar Furnace Talk (http://sfera.sollab.eu/downloads/Conferences/SolarPACES_2012_SFERA_Meier.pdf)

Overview of different redox reactions
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-Similar temperatures 
to ceria oxide system

-Continuous aerosol 
process

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle
http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/review06/pd_10_weimer.pdf
https://www.psi.ch/media/producing-pure-recycling-zinc-with-concentrated-solar-energy
http://sfera.sollab.eu/downloads/Conferences/SolarPACES_2012_SFERA_Meier.pdf


Zn => ZnO Cycle (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle)

Aerosol Reactor
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle


Zn => ZnO Cycle (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle)

Reduction
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle


Zn => ZnO Cycle (h>p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle)

Oxidation

57 to 68 % Efficiency
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc%E2%80%93zinc_oxide_cycle


Zn => ZnO Cycle
(Solar Driven Redox ReacKons)

Swiss Aerosol Reactor ETHZ/PSI
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Zn => ZnO Cycle
(Solar Driven Redox ReacKons)

Need to rapidly quench and dilute Zn + O2 mixture
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http://sfera.sollab.eu/downloads/Conferences/Sola
rPACES_2012_SFERA_Meier.pdf
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Cost for zinc oxide reaction $5 to $15 /kg syngas

Commercial from steam reforming $3/kg



Sandia Solar Furnace

Counter Rotating Ring Reactor
(Recovers Heat)79

-Make a continuous process without an aerosol

-Rotate the felt from the Ceria device

-Added advantage is heat recovery i.e., efficiency



Counter Rotating Ring Reactor
(Recovers Heat)
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Counter Rotating Ring Reactor
(Recovers Heat)
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Counter Rotating Ring Reactor
(Recovers Heat)
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Zn => ZnO Cycle
(Solar Driven Redox ReacKons)

83

Syngas production depends on the cost 
of CO2
Depends on size of plant and 
considerations like
CC carbon capture at power plant
SCC Society cost of CO2
tax = Carbon tax
Chem = from chemical synthesis of CO2



Electricity Needed (about 1/2 of electrolysis)

84

-Consider a liquid/vapor phase process
-Don’t need to worry about growth of phases and consumption of metal oxide

First process was a 
hybrid electrolysis 
process reminiscent 
of the titania process

../Sulfuric%20Acid%20H2%20Molten%20Salt%20Plant/Hybrid-Sulfur-Cycle.pdf
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Sandia Study (no electricity needed)
86

-Second process 
doesn’t need 
electrolysis

-Doesn’t need very 
high temperatures

-But involves
additional steps

https://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/review05/pd27_pickard.pdf
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Ammonium	sul*ite

Ammonium	sulfate
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More complex 
oxidation reduction 
processes for 
generation of 
hydrogen have been 
proposed



Two Other Redox Systems (h?p://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/hydrogen-producUon-thermochemical-water-spliVng)
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http://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/hydrogen-production-thermochemical-water-splitting
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NiFe2O4
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Solar Thermochemical Hydrogen ProducKon Research (STCH)
Thermochemical Cycle SelecKon and Investment Priority
Robert Perret
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http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/solar_thermo_h2.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/solar_thermo_h2.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/solar_thermo_h2.pdf


Solar Thermochemical Hydrogen Production Research (STCH)
Thermochemical Cycle Selection and Investment Priority
Robert Perret
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http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/solar_thermo_h2.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/solar_thermo_h2.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/solar_thermo_h2.pdf
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California Mojave Desert
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Odeillo, France
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Hydrogen ProducKon in Spain

DLR Institute
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvR2ai8m6y8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Xoxo-natwM
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Crescent Dunes Nevada
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Direct Use of Solar in the 
Petrochemical Industry
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Energy use in the petrochemical industry

Megaton oil equivalent
Mtoe

Blue is similar to the 
charcoal problem you burn 
a lot of oil to make gasoline

21 million barrels/day
7.33 barrel/ton
2.86 Mtoe/day
About 1000 Mtoe/year
About 1/3 to 1/2 is used to 
power refining, transport, and 
production

How to cut US energy use in half: Power refining using solar
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Heat Used in Oil Refining

-Oil is first heated to 200–300°F (90–150°C) and washed with water to 
remove salt and other suspended solids (Worrell, Corsten and Galisky
2015). 
-Distillation then separates products based on their boiling point in the 
crude distillation unit (CDU), where crude oil is heated to temperatures 
around 750°F (390 ° C) (Worrell, Corsten and Galisky 2015). 
-Heavy fuel oils are further treated in the vacuum distillation unit (VDU) 
at temperatures between 730 and 850°F (390 and 450 ° C) (Worrell, 
Corsten and Galisky 2015). 
-Additional processing occurs in the fluid catalytic cracker (FCC), the 
hydrocracker, and coking unit. Each of these processes separate heavier 
oil products into lighter and more valuable products.
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Other Petrochemical Processes

Hydrotreating mixes hydrogen with the feed stream at 
temperatures between 500 and 800°F (260 and 460 ° C) to remove 
sulfur (Worrell, Corsten and Galisky 2015).  
A catalytic reformer uses a catalytic reactor to produce high 
octane gasoline and hydrogen.  
Additional processes, such as alkylation, which uses steam, 
power, and various acids to produce alkylates, are also common. 

Figure 7 displays yearly estimated energy use by refining process 
for U.S. refineries in 2012. Hydrotreatment and the crude 
distillation unit (CDU) account for nearly 50% of total energy 
requirements.
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Trillion 1012
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Hydrogen Use/Production in Petrochemicals

-Hydrogen is used in the hydrotreatment process to lower the sulfur content 
of diesel fuel. Refinery demand for hydrogen has increased as demand for 
diesel fuel has risen and sulfur-content regulations have become more 
stringent (Hicks and Gross 2016). 
-Hydrogen is produced as a co-product of the catalytic reformation of 
gasoline, demand for hydrogen exceeds supply produced from the refining 
process itself (Philibert, Cédric 2017).
-Hydrogen is produced primarily through steam-reforming natural gas 
(Likkasit, et al. 2016). 
-Costs of hydrogen production from renewables is currently higher than 
conventional production methods (Likkasit, et al. 2016). 
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Electrification of Drilling
Drilling rig uses 1MW of power
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-When there is not enough well pressure for oil to flow to the surface, a rod beam 
artificial lift pump—often referred to as a “sucker rod pump” or a “Jack pump”—is 
used to assist extraction.
-80% of oil production wells operating in the western United States are installed 
with a rod beam pump (Endurthy, Kialashaki and Gupta 2016). 
-Solar power, combined with a capacitor to store regenerative power during the rod 
down-stroke, can be used to power a rod beam pump.  Test cases have shown 
significant potential energy savings (Endurthy, Kialashaki and Gupta 2016), and 
solar powered oil pumps are now beginning to see commercial operation (Healing 
2015). 
-Combined with battery storage, solar power pumps could be applicable to off-grid 
locations with sufficient sunlight.

Rod Beam Artificial Lift Pump
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-Use offshore wind power to power water injection pumps.
-By one analysis, offshore wind was found in 2012 to be an economic and 
environmentally sound option for supplying electricity to offshore oil and gas 
platforms in some cases (Korpas, et al. 2012). -Substitute power from diesel and 
gas generators with power from wind platforms. 
-Wind-powered water injection can provide water injection far from the 
platform, which reduces the need for lengthy water injection lines and can 
eliminate the need for costly modifications for oil platforms not initially 
designed for water injection. 
-The Wind Powered Water Injection project recently completed an initial testing 
phase in which it was shown that wind power can provide water injection at 
competitive prices (Feller 2017).

Secondary Oil Recovery
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Solar Thermal Carbon Black Production
New Link

120

../Solar%20thermal%20cracking/Solar%20Thermal%20Cracking%20085bf4b240b7715122c28779bd4e51de1712.pdf
file:///Users/beaucag/Downloads/energies-14-03107.pdf
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Solar Thermal Cracking for H2

Steam Methane Reforming
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../Solar%20thermal%20cracking/Solar%20Thermal%20Cracking%20085bf4b240b7715122c28779bd4e51de1712.pdf
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Turn Over Frequency
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Reduce Metal Oxide
High Temp

Oxidize Metal Oxide
Low Temp

Water-gas Shift Reaction

Steam-Methane Reforming
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Haber Reaction to Produce NH3 from H2



100 bar  400-500 °C Iron Catalyst



Fischer-Tropsch Reaction to Produce Hydrocarbons from H2



n = 10-20   330-250 °C   10-40 bar
Cobalt, Iron, Ruthenium Catalyst



Catalytic Cracking of NH3 to H2

10 MPa 425 °C Catalyst Fe, Ni, Pt, Ru, Ir, Pd, Rh etc.































Ammonia as a Fuel

The problem with hydrogen as a fuel:

1) Storage 70 MPa ($50,000 pump)
2) Low enthalpy of combustion 5.6 MJ/L at 70MPa 

(@1 MPa 15.6 MJ/L for ammonia; 25 MJ/L for propane)
1) Embrittlement of steel
2) Flammability from 4% to 75%
3) Permeability through metals and plastics
4) Platinum catalyst needed for fuel cells
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Zn => ZnO Cycle
(Solar Driven Redox Reactions)

Need to rapidly quench and dilute Zn + O2 mixture
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